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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the results of a Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD)
effort to study and model surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices for environmental applications.
The response of polymer-coated SAW devices to temperature changes and polymer vapor
absorption is examined. A perturbational approach is used to relate velocity and attenuation
responses to film translational and strain modes generated by the SAW. Two distinct regimes of
filmbehavior arise, causing different SAW responses. For glassy films, displacement is nearly
d o r m across the film thickness, varying only in the direction of propagation. A model
developed to predict velocity and attenuation in this regime (Model l), reduces to the familiar
Tiersten (Wohltjen) equation for purely elastic films. For elastomeric (rubbery) films, inertial
effects cause a phase lag to occur across the film for shear displacements. A model to account
for these cross-film displacement gradients (Model 2) predicts a characteristic resonant response
when the film phase shift reaches np/2, where n is an odd integer. These model predictions are
compared with measured responses fiom polyisobutylene-coated SAW devices as temperature is
varied and during exposure to high vapor concentrations.
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INTRODUCTION
.

In this project, we proposed tlie use of metal-loaded polymer films as chemically-sensitive

layers on surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices. Small metal particles can be dispersed in polymer

films. When the concentration of these particles is such that adjacent particles touch, the electrical
conductivity of the films is high. When the film is exposed to a vapor that is absorbed the polymer,
swellig of the polymer occfxs, resulting in a greater separation between particles and a significant
reduction in film conductivity. This can be used as a basis for constructing chemical sensors.

In this project, we proposed using the SAW device as a ccplatfOmy’
for detecting changes in

metal-loaded polymer films due to vapor absorption. These devices are extremely sensitive to
changes in film conductivity. As the film passes through a critical conductivity, attenuation goes
through a maximum, while wave velocity changes drastically. By incorporating these devices in an
oscillator circuit, very minute changes in film conductivity can be measured.
In coating SAW devices with polymer films, we found that there were other effects, aside
from film conductivity changes, that lead to a sensor response. As a vapor is absorbed into a
polymer, the mass density of the polymer changes: In addition, very large changes in the film’s
viscoelastic properties arises due to film “plasticization” by the absorbed vapor. The majority of the
activity in this project was spent in characterizing the response of the SAW device to changes in film

viscoelastic properties. A model was derived for the response of the SAW device with .a viscoelastic

film overlay. The response of polymer-coated SAW devices was also measured as viscoelastic
properties were changed due to (1) temperature changes, and (2) vapor absorption. This report
describes our efforts to characterize the response of the polymer-coated SAW device.
BACKGROUND
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices use interdigital transducers photolithographically
patterned on the surface of a piezoelectric crystal (Fig. 1) to excite and detect surface waves’. These
waves are excited in a fiequency band centered at f, = v/d, where v is the SAW propagation velocity
and d is the transducer period. The SAW wavelength A generated at f, matches the transducer period
d. SAW devices typically operate in the 30 - 300 M H z range and use ST-cue quartz substrates for
high temperature stability near room temperature. In the delay-line device configuration3,input and
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output transducers are typically separated by 100 - 200 wavelen,@hs.
The extreme sensitivity of SAW devices to thin film properties has been used both (1) to
characterize thin filmelastic and viscoelastic properties4,and (2) to construct gas and vapor sensors!

.

In these applications, a thin film (thickness h (( A) is coated on the substrate in the region between

transducers (Fig. 1). If the filmis nonconductive, the film may coat the transducers also. Thin film
elastic and viscoelastic properties are studied by using the SAW to deform the film,thereby probing

its mechanical properties. A chemical sensor results when interaction between the film and a vapor

or chemical species modifies the SAW behavior. In both applications, changes in film properties
induce two changes in SAW propagation characteristics: velocity and attenuation (rate of amplitude
decay).
Sihce the invention of SAW chemical sensors by Wohltjen6,a number of polymer films have
been examined as chemically sensitive films7or "chemical interfaces." This is due to the wide range
of chemical properties available and the ease of film formation: polymer films can be deposited from
solution by spin-casting, air-brushing, or dip-coating; certain ones can also be formed by plasma
deposition'. As a chemical interface, the film, in effect, dissolves gas-phase species, maintaining a
film concentration in equilibrium with the gas phase concentration. The dissolved species
contributes added mass and may, in addition, modify the mechanical properties of the film.
The mechanical properties of a linear, isotropic polymer can be specified by a bulk modulus

K and a shear modulus G. Under sinusoidal deformation, these are represented as complex
quantitiesg:K= K'

+jK" and G = G' +jG".

The real parts ofK and G represent the component of

stress in-phase with strain, giving rise to energy storage in the film (consequently K' and G' are

referred to as storage moduli);the ima,oinary parts represent the component of stress 90" out of phase
with strain, giving rise to power dissipation in the film (thus, K" and G" are called loss moduli). An
ideal elastic film would have K" = G"

= 0.

Polymers exhibit a wide range of viscoelastic properties that depend on the temperature and
fiequency of measurement. If deformed on a time scale short compared with the time for segmental
chain motion T, strain is accommodated elastically through chain deformations; this is the glassy
regime, characterized by G' = 10" dyne/cm2and G" (( G'. If deformed on a time scale longer than

.

..
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T, strain is accommodated inelastically by interchain motion; this

chivacterized by G'

I

is the rubbeiy regime,

lo8 dyne/cm2and G" comparable to or less than G'. Thus, when probing at

a given (anMar) frequency O, the material behaves as glassy i f o ))~1 and rubbery if OT
OT

((

1. When

1, there is a peak in K" and G". Since T is strongly dependent on temperature, varying

. temperature can cause this transition from elastic to viscoelastic behavior. The temperature of this

transition is the dynamic gla.fstransition temperature Tg Since this glass transition temperature is
defined by T(T,>= 1/0, the dependence of Tgon measurement frequency is apparent".

There are two quasi-static phenomena associated with the glass transition that are not

observable at the high frequencies at which SAW devices operate. These are (1) an increase in
specific heat as observed in DSC, and (2) an increase in thermal expansion coefficient. The latter
has an indirect influence on SAW performance through changes in film thickness. Therefore, it is
important to identify the temperature at which these quasi-static effects occur. The expression "static
glass transition," denoted herein as Tg", is conventionally used, although it must be noted that
measurements of TF)are done by scanning methods, and therefore should be thought of as Tgin the

limit of low frequency. TF)and Tgcan m e r significantly; for example, in the PIB films used here

Tg(O) = -68"C,
while Tgat 100 MHz is 40°C.

Although glass transitions have reportedly been observed in the response of polymer-coated

SAW devices" (including the present authors'2), this interpretation has been correctly challenged by
Grate et al.I3. Changes in the intrinsic polymer properties known to occur at Tp specifically a rapid
decrease in shear storage modulus (GI) and a peak in shear loss modulus (G"), have usually been
assumed to appear directly as changes in SAW velocity and attenuationI2. Under this assumption,
peaks in attenuation or velocity slope changes with temperature have been used to indicate Tg.
However, it will be shown in this paper that velocity and attenuation changes track intrinsic
properties only in extremely thin films (defined below). In this limit, attenuation peaks and velocity
slope changes do coincide with Tg. For thicker films, however, the acoustic coupling to the film

varies strongly with film thickness due to film interference effects. In this case, velocity and
attenuation do not track changes in the intrinsic properties directly and, therefore, care must be used
in inferring glass transitions from SAW velocity and attenuation responses.

SAW velocity and attenuation responses arise from the mechanical interaction that occurs
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between the SAW and the film overlay. A film that is rigidly bonded to the surface of the
piezoelectric substrate undergoes both translation and deformation under the influence of the
propagating wave. Translation creates, in effect, mass loading on the SAW device, which decreases
the SAW propagation velocity. In addition, the deformation produces energy storage in the film,
which results in a change in SAW propagation velocity, and power dissipation in the film, which
causes wave attenuation.

*

The wave energy stored and dissipated in the film depends upon the strain modes generated
by the SAW in the film. Two distinct regimes of film behavior can be identified. Films that are thin
and rigid behave as acoustically thin:the entire film moves synchronouslywith the substrate surface,

resulting in uniform displacement across the film thickness. Films that are thick or soft behave as

acousticaZly thick the upper film portions lag behind the filmhubstrate interface, causing nonuniform displacement across the film thickness. Since the strain modes generated in each regime
are different and result in distinct device responses, it is essential to understand the regime of
operation for any particular measurement.
Tiersten and S i d ~ a derived
'~
a perturbational formula relating SAW velocity to film
properties for the case of an acoustically thin,elastic film (see Eq. 6 below). This model has been

shown to accurately predict SAW velocity changes arising from metalli~'~,
crystallineI6,or very thin

polymer films17. Since translation and deformation of a purely elastic film is non-dissipative, no
film-induced attenuation is predicted by this model.

Wohltjen first applied the Tiersten formula to interpret the response of polymer-coated SAW

sensors18. Thus, the equation is commonly referred to in SAW sensor literature as the "Wohltjen
equation." The dominant contribution to the SAW velocity response was assumed to arise from the

mass of gas or vapor molecules absorbed into the film--the so-called "gravimetric"or "mass loading"
response. While providing a good starting point for understanding SAW sensors, recent studies have
indicated inadequacies in this model (as applied to polymer films) and called into question the

dominance of mass loading in determining the SAW vapor response. For example, significant

attenuation responses have been observed during vapor abs~rption'~~'~.
Also, SAW velocity can
decrease in some regimes of gas phase concentration' while increasing in others.

From

thermodynamic arguments, the concentration of absorbed species is expected to increase
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monotonically with gas-phase concentration. Thus, the non-monotonic velocity response (i.e., sign
change) contradicts the mass-loading interpretation.
Several researchers have shown that a non-gravimetric response arises from polymer

plasticization2' or vapor-induced softening. Grate e?' aZ. , comparing SAW responses with
,

chromatographic studies of polymer f
ilmabsorption, found that the SAW velocity response was four

times too large to be accounted for by the mass of absorbed species alone. They proposed "swellinginduced modulus changes" as the origin of the additional velocity change2.

The difficulties in reconciling predicted and measured responses arises from the fact that the

assumptions underlying the Tiersten model are rarely satisfied by polymer films. First, the

viscoeZastic nature of polymer films causes elastic energy to be both stored and dissipated during

film deformation. This results in a significant contribution to SAW attenuation that is neglected in

the Tiersten model. Second, the large change in viscoelastic properties undergone by polymers,

either due to temperature change or vapor absorption, can cause even films satisfling h (< A (the
criterion typically applied for invoking the Tiersten model) to behave as acousticaZZy thick. This is

because the film can be si,onificantly softer than the substrate, resulting in a displacement variation
across the film on a scale much smaller than A. This violates the assumption of synchronous film

motion implicit in the Tiersten model.
In this paper, we investigate the dynamics and response of polymer-coated SAW devices,
examining separately the acoustically thin and thick regimes. We begin with a criterion for
separating these two regimes and examine the film strain modes that arise in each. A perturbational
approach23is used to obtain explicit, although approximate, expressions for film-induced velocity
and attenuation changes in each regime. In this approach, velocity and attenuation changes caused
by the film are related to the surface mechanical impedances (a measure of the difficulty in
displacing the film) contributed by the film. These mechanical impedances depend on the film

properties and the detailed manner in which the filmis translated and deformed by the passing wave.

Changes in film viscoelastic properties induced by temperature changes and vapor absorption are
expressed in terms of polymer free volume. Incorporating these film property changes into the

models yields predictions for velocity and attenuation responses. These predictions are compared
with experimental measurements made on polyisobutylene-coated SAW devices operating at 97

8

MHz. The best agreement is obtained using the acoustically thick model that accounts for cross-film
displacement variations.

THEORY
A surface acoustic wave (SAW) in an uncoated substrate is formed by coupled compressional
and shear waves propagathg together to satisfy the stress-fiee boundary condition at the surface.
Propagation of the SAW in the z-direction results in a displacement Ti of particles f?om their

equilibrium position that varies with depth y into the crystal as

i=l

where j = (-l)In;

o is the angular frequency (27~9;
t is time; y is a complex propagation factor; u,@),

u,,@), and uz@)represent depth-dependent displacements in the x-, y-, and z-directions (values at the

surface are denoted u,,, uyo,and us,>;.qiare the relative phases of these components with respect to
u; pi are unit vectors in the +direction. The amplitude components ui@)decay exponentially with

distance into the substrate so that most of the wave energy is confined to within one wavelen,@h of
the surface. The complex propagation factor in Eq. 1 is comprised of two components: y = a +jk.
The attenuation, a, describes the rate of diminution in wave amplitude with distance; the
wavenumber, k,, describes the oscillatory portion of the wave motion:

= o/g ,wherey

is the

propagation velocity in the uncoated substrate.

Film Strains Induced by a Surface Acoustic Wave
When a thin film (h (( A) is coated on the SAW substrate, the SAW surface displacements
(u,,, up, u=,)are, to first order, unchanged. SAW propagation thus causes a periodic displacement

field to be imposed on the lower film surface: uxolies in the plane of the surface and normal to the
direction of propagation, up is normal to both the surface and the direction of propagation, while uzo
lies in the direction of propagation. This displacement field causes translation of the film and
induces strains in the film.
Strain, defined as the symmetric gradient of di~placemen?~
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arises whenever there is a spatial variation or gadient (8u/aX,> in a displacement component ui The
surface displacement field has two distinct means of inducing strain in a film overlay: (1) fi-om the

in-plane gradients arising due to the sinusoidal variation in displacement components along the

direction ofpropagation (the exp(-yz) term in Eq. l), and (2) fi-om surface-normal gradients arising
fiom inertial lag of the upperjlm portions with respect to the "driven" lower film surface.
Fig. 2a shows the deformation arising in an acoustically thin film. Displacements ui are

constant across the film thickness, and only gradients in the plane of the film arise. The gradient in
u, leads to regions of compression and tension in the film, while the gradient in u,, lead to bending.

Fig. 2b shows the deformation in an acoustically thick film. Displacement varies not only in the
plane of the film but also across the film due to inertial lag of the upper film regions. The

deformation in an acoustically thick film arises fi-om a combination of both in-plane and cross-film
gradients, with cross-film gradients dominating. As shown in Fig. 2b, the gradient in u, across the

film leads to shear deformation of the film.The regimes in which in-plane and cross-film gradients
dominate and the corresponding velocity and attenuation changes will be considered below.
..

The mechanical interaction of the wave with the film results in a perturbation Ay of the

complex wave propagation factor y. In normalized form, this is?

Eq. 3 yields two measurable responses: the change in attenuation per wavenumber, Aalk,,, and the
fractional change in propagation (phase) velocity, Av/vo. Eq. 3 also indicates that the attenuation
change divided by wavenumber is the normalized complement to the commonly measured Av/v,,
response.

Criterion for Separating Acoustically Thin and Thick Films
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Compression
l

uiy

uy

Fig. 2. Deformation generated by a SAW (a) in an acoustically thin (R (( 1) film, in which in-plane

displacement gradients [caused by sinusoidal variation in direction of propagation] dominate,
and (b) in an acoustically thick (R ;r 1) film, where cross-film gradients [due to inertial lag

in the film] also arise.
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The ratio of film strains generated by cross-film displacement gradients to those generated
by in-plane gradients is calculated (Appendix B) as

where p, h, and G are the film density, thickness, and shear modulus andA is a substrate-dependent
parameter (see Appendix B) having a value of 1.9 for ST-cut quartz. When the film coating is

I

sufficiently thin (small h) and rigid (large GI) in comparison to the oscillation frequency, such that

R (( 1,in-plane gradients dominate over surface-normal gradients and the film is acousticaZIy thin
(Fig. 2a). When film properties are such that R

2

1,inertial lag becomes si@cant

so that surface-

normal gradients are dominant (Fig. 2b), and the film is acoustically thick.
Fig. 3 shows the variation'in R with the magnitude of the film shear modulus for various

values of the quantiwfh p (v, = 3.2 x lo5cm/s); IGl is displayed on a reversed logarithmic scale to

mimic the way in which polymer properties vary with increasing temperature or vapor absorption.
For devices operating at 100 MHz (typical SAW frequency) and coated with films having a density

of 1 g/cm3, the parentheses identify the corresponding film thickness. The curves in Fig. 3 indicate

that as polymers undergo a glass-to-rubber transition, traversing the G' values along the abscissa
from left to right, strains due to in-plane gradients are increasingly dominated by ineflially-induced

cross-film gradients. A 0.1 pm-thick polymer film on a 100 MHz device, for example, behaves as

acoustically thin (R << 1) in the glassy state (G' = 10" dyne/cm*),but behaves as acoustically thick

(R 2 1) in the rubbery state (G'

I

10' dyne/cm2). For thinner films, the modulus range over which

the film behaves as acoustically thin is wider. However, only films with h < 20 nm (at 100 MHz)

remain thin all the way into the rubbery regime. Polymer films with h 2 2 pmbehave as acoustically

thick even in the glassy state.

Strain Modes in Acoustically Thin Films

If the film is acoustically thin (R <( l), then u, u,,, u: are constant across the film thickness,
and only gradients in the pZane of the film arise. The SAW-induced film deformation can be
decomposed into three translations (in the x-,y-, and z-directions) and three strain modes. won-zero
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Fig. 3. Ratio R of in-plane to cross-film displacement gradients vs. IGl at various values offhp
(values in parentheses are film thickness for f = 100 MHz and p = 1 g/cm3).
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aui/az in Eq. 2 leads to is strains.) These strains generate periodic compression, tension, and

bending in the film, as shown in Fig. 2% as well as transverse shear (not shown). The strain can be
separated into distinct modes generated by each surface displacement component u,, as shown in

Fig. 4. Each strain mode arises fiom interfacial stresses imposed on the film by the wave. Since the
,

film is acoustically thin,gradients in the direction of propagation impose stresses Ti; (force per area

in the i* direction in planes parallel to the direction of propagation--2) on the film.This produces

reaction stresses that act on the wave and perturb its propagation velocity and attenuation. An

important parameter in determining the contribution of each strain mode in perturbing SAW
propagation is the modulus @]--the ratio of stress to strain associated with each strain mode in Fig.

4. These moduli are listed in Table I in terms of the intrinsic elastic properties of the film,
represented in terms of the Lame' constants (A+) and the bulk and shear moduli (K,G). These sets

of moduli are interrelatedz6.
...

'

- .

The strain modes generated in an acoustically thin film and the associated moduli E@are:

a, The gradient in q

(@/aZ>

generates a transverse shear (a change of angle in each volume

element) in the plane of the film, as shown in Fig. 4 a The modulus for this shear deformation mode,
listed in Table I, is E(') = TI3/(2Slj)= G. Thus, this mode probes only the in-plane shear modulus

G of the film.

causes a bending rn~rnen?~
to be imposed on the film (Fig. 4b). If we
The gradient in % (waz)

imagine the film detached fiom the substrate, it is apparent that it is easier to achieve displacement
normal to the film (a bending motion) than in the plane of the film (a stretching motion). The
modulus for this bending mode, E(2)= TD/(2SU),is proportional to

,and is thus normally

negligible in comparison with modes 2 and c. That is, the effect of this strain mode on SAW
propagation is not generally observed.

c, The gradient in \ (ihJdz) causes longitudinaz tension (or compression) of the film along the
direction of wave propagation (z), as shown in Fig. 4c. Since the film is unconstrained in the y-

direction, this induces a transverse strain of opposite sign in this direction (the Poisson effect): the
film expands (contracts) in they direction due to compression (elongation) along the 2 direction. No
strain OCCUTS along the x-direction since the film is adhered to the substrate surface. Consequently,
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Transverse
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Bending

Longif udinal
Compression

x
Fig. 4. Strain modes generated in an acoustically thin (R<( I) film due to sinusoidal variation in the
direction of propagation of (a) u, (b) up and (c) u,
.#
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a plane strain arises fiom this gradient with an associated elongation modulus E(’) = Tj3/Sj3,given
in .Table I. For soft, elastic solids having IKI

))

I GI,E”) = 4G.

Thus, while this strain mode is

tensile (compressive), the ability of the film to contract (expand) in the surface-normal direction
yields an elongation modulus E(’) determined largely by the shear modulus G.

SAW Response from Acoustically Thin Films
Changes in SAW propagation velocity and attenuation are determined by the mechanical
impedances at the substrate/film interface resulting fiom film translational and strain modes (see
Appendix C). The impedance associated with each film translation is joph, and with each strain
modeis -joflJ/vo2,where Emare taken fiom Table I. Thus, fiom a perturbation analysis (Appendix

C), the change in SAW propagation arising fiom acoustically thin films, denoted here as Model 1,

is:

yo denotes the surface particle velocity
where the SAW-film coupling parameter ci = yO2/(4k,P):

(related to surface displacements by vio=jou,,) in each direction, and P is the SAW power density
(power flow per bearn width). The ci parameters, given in Table I1 for X-propagation in the ST-cut
of quartz?’, are determined for SAW propagation in the uncoated substrate and are assumed to be
unchanged by the film.
Each displacement component contributes two terns to Eq. 5: one, proportional to p, arises

fiom the kinetic energy associated with film translation; another, proportional to l?), arises from the
potential energy associated with film strains (modes shown in Fig. 4). The kinetic contribution
causes a SAW velocity decrease in proportion to film mass per area (ph)--the mass loading
contribution. The relative kinetic contribution fiom each displacement component is proportional
to the SAW-film coupling parameter cP From Table 11, the,,u an4 u displacements make a
significant kinetic contribution to SAW propagation, while the u,contribution is negligible for X-

propagation in ST-quartz.

.- :

,..i

‘.

.

,;
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Table II. SAW-Film coupling parameter ciand phase angles qifor SAW propagation in the

X-direction of ST-cut quartz.
Displacement

ci= vLl(4k3)

Component

(x IO-' cm2-s/g)

(de&

U,

0.013

90

1.421

90

u,

$i
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From Eq. 5, the relative importance of each film strain mode in perturbing SAW propagation

is.determinedby the product c@J. We note from Tables I and 11that onZy the u,component has both

a signiJcant displacement amplitude (CJ and associated nzodulus (
@9 to make a signifcant elastic

conh-ibutionto SA Wpropagation. Thus, for acousticallythin films, one need consider only the strain

mode illustrated in Fig. 4c, generating tension and compression in the direction of propagation (with

a corresponding expansion and contraction in film thickness) to account for (visco)elastic

contributions to velocity and attenuation.

Equating real and ima,Oinary parts of Eq. 5 yields velocity and attenuation changes resulting
fiom the SAWlfilm interaction. With elastic films,
the intrinsic elastic moduli are real, resulting in

real I?) and knaginary Aylk,, so that Aalk, = 0. Substituting the E(oexpressions written in terms of
the Lame' constants (A, p) from Table I into Eq. 5 yields the Tiersten (Wohltjen)

which gives the SAW velocity change contributed by an acoustically thin (R (( l), elastic (K" = G

= 0)

film.

While Eq. 6 does not apply to viscoelastic films, the velocity and attenuation arising from
acoustically thin,viscoelastic films can be determined from Eq. 5 by inserting complex moduli (e.g., .

K and G> into the I?) expressions. A simplification can be made in Eq. 5 by noting that the bulk

modulus in soft, elastic solids is typically much larger than the shear modulus (I KI

))

I GI), so that

E'') = 4G. The velocity and attenuation changes arising from an acoustically thin(R (( 1)viscoelastic

I

film(written in terms of the commonly reported polymer properties K, Gj are then:
Av

(cI+c2+c3)P-

('1

-F 4 c 3 )

2
VO

Aa

- =

ko

-

oh
-(cl
2

v,

+

4c,)G

11

where c, - c, are as listed in Table 11. The first point of departure fiom the Tiersten model is that
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viscoelastic films cause an attenuation response in addition to a velocity response.
Reference to Fig. 3 shows that caution must be exercised in applying Eqs. 5 - 7 to polymercoated SAW devices. Even polymer films with h (( A have only a limited range (glassy re,oime plus
part of the transition region) in which they actually behave as acoustically thin. In the re,oime where

in-plane gradients dominate and Eqs. 5 - 7 apply, the SAW response depends in a simple way on the

intrinsic polymer shear mo-dulus G: for constant p, velocity changes correspond to changes in G'

(AG') and attenuation changes reflect changes in G" (AG"). (It should be noted that the additional
SAW response due to changes in film properties is evaluated using Eqs. 7 where the terms p, G',

G" are replaced with the change terms Ap, AG', and AG".)

If the glass transition is defined as the temperature corresponding to a maximum in the

intrinsic shear loss modulus (G"), then Eq. 7b indicates that a peak in Aalk, signals the glass
transition at the SAW operating fiequency. However, the rapid decrease in G' that accompanies the
glass transition causes all but the thinnest (h < 20 nm) films to behave as acoustically thick precisely
at this point. As will be shown below, acoustically thick films exhibit attenuation peaks at points

not coincident with the intrinsic loss maximum, making identification of Tgproblematical with a
high fieauencv SAW device.

Strain Modes in Acoustically Thick Films
Neglecting the SAW-induced in-plane gradients for the moment, we focus on a portion of
the film that is small in lateral extent compared with the SAW wavelen,oth.

As the wave passes a

fixed point, the lower surface of the film oscillates laterally in response to the sinusoidal SAW
surface displacement (Fig. 5). If the film is acoustically thick (R 2 l), the upper portions of the film
tend to lag behind the driven substrate/film interface, inducing strains across the thickness of the
film. This inertial deformation of the film, resulting in nonuniform displacement across the film
(Le., ui depend ony) leads to non-zero gradients in the direction normaZ to the film surface (Le., non-

zero &jay) and generation of s, strains. Since cross-film gradients arise from inertial deformation,

they are strongly dependent upon film properties and operating frequency, as opposed to in-plane

gradients that are imposed by wave periodicity. The effect of these cross-film or inertial strains on
SAW velocity and attenuation are not included in Eqs. 5 - 7.
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Fig. 5. Inertial lag of the upper film region with respect to the lower "driven" surface leads to a
cross-film gradient in us generating shear deformation in the film.
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Dynamic Cross-Film Behavior. The displacement in an acoustically thick (R 2 1) film is calculated

in Appendix D as:

where

with M,= M3= G, while M2= K; $iand

values are as given in Tables I and II. The pi factors in

Eqs. 8 represent propagation constants for waves with polarization direction xi propagating across
the JiIm (Fig. 6): p, and

are associated with shear wave propagation, wQle

p

describes

compressional wave propagation. (For a viscoelastic material, characterized by complex bulk and

shear moduli, the Pi are complex.) Displacement in the film arises fiom a superposition of waves

generated at the substrate/film interface by the surface displacements u, and radiated into the film
(Fig. 6): the surface-normal component uy0generates compressional waves, while the in-plane
components (uxo,uzo)generate shear waves. Since go

waves.

))

26 ,g, is the dominant source for shear

As indicated in Appendix D, the perturbations to SAW velocity and attenuation caused by
the film are related to the mechanical impedances experienced by the surface displacement
components in deforming the film. The upper film surface reflects the radiated waves downward

so that the mechanical impedance seen at the substratehlm interface is dependent upon the phase
shift and attenuation undergone by the waves in propagating across the film. Consequently, a

distributed model is used for the film, in which the impedance at the lower film surface depends
upon the nature of the interference between the waves generated at the lower film surface and those
reflected fiom the upper (film/air) surface.
Film interference for each polarization is dependent upon the acoustic phase shift @i across
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I

h-

Air

Film

0

Fig. 6 . Displacement in the filmis a superposition of waves generated at the substrate/film interface
by the surface displacements u, and radiated across the film with propagation factors pi: the

surface-normal component up generates compressionalwaves while the in-plane components
(uxc,,u,) generate shear waves.
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the film and the attenuation or intrinsic lossiness ri. The phase shift for each polarization is 4 =

Re{ pih}, where Re{ } denotes the real part of the complex expression. For acoustically-thick elastic
films,

E

a3= oh(p/G')'"

and @2 = oh(p/K')'".

Since the magnitude of the bulk modulus Kremains in the vicinity of 10" dyne/cm2in both

glassy and rubbery states, 42remains small (< d2) for typical polymer thicknesses: h < 1 pm. Thus,

polymerfilms remain acoustically thin with regard to compressive displacement (uyo)applied to the

lower film surface. Consequently, uY@)can be regarded as nearly constant across the film so that

the surface displacement component uyosimply causes a vertical translation of the film.

-

Since G' can be as low as lo7 10' dyne/cm2in rubbery polymer films, with @1 and 4

reaching n/2 for films as thin as 80 nm (at 100 MHz),Jilms do not remain acoustically thin with

regard to shear displacements applied to the lower film surface. Since c, )) cl, for an x-propagation

SAW in ST-cut quartz, the phase-shift Q3 associated with the z-polarized shear wave is the most
important in determining the response with acoustically thick films:

@3

=

with a = (pG' - 4 GI2/v:)

(9)
and b = pG". Eq. 9 allows the critical @3 phase shift to be calculated in

terms of the intrinsic film properties.

The film loss parameter ri = -Im(&)/Re(&)describes the intrinsic lossiness of the film as

experienced by the xi-polarizedwave. This parameter, a ratio of power dissipation to energy storage,

is analogous to a loss tangent, taking on values between 0 and 1 for all viscoelastic materials: ri =
0 for an elastic f
ilm and increases toward 1 for purely viscous films. For the z-polarized shear wave:

Fig. 7 shows the shear displacement profile at the point of maximum substrate surface
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excursion for various values of the shear wave phase shift 413 and r3= 0.2. If the film coating is rigid
(e.g., a glassy polymer),

a3= 0 (curve a) and the entire filmmoves synchronously with the surface.

Since the shear displacement is uniform across the film, no elastic energy is stored or dissipated due
to inertial effects. As
curve bywhere

a3increases, the variation in shear displacement across the film increases. In

a3= 7d4, the upper film displacement "overshoots" the lower film surface. When

the film phase shift reaches n/2 (curve c), a condition of Jilm resonance is reached, causing
maximum coupling of acoustic energy fiom the SAW to the film. As 413 surpasses 7d2 (curve d),

the upper and lower film surfaces go fiom an in-phase to an out-of-phase condition. This change
in film dynamics with 413 has a profound effect on device response. Similar dynamic behavior occurs

with thickness-shear mode resonators coated with polymer films2'.

SAW Response with Acoustically Thick Films
The dynamic film behavior outlimed above influences the coupling of acoustic energy fiom
the SAW into the filmand hence, the propagation velocity and attenuation. The combined
influences of in-plane and surface-normal gradientson SAW velocity and attenuation are calculated
in Appendix D. The resulting perturbational formula for the SAW velocity and attenuation changes,
applying to either acoustically thin or thick viscoelastic films, and denoted herein as Model 2, is:

Calculating the sum in Eq. 11 and equating real and imaginary parts determines Aalk, and Av/v,
explicitly.

Model Predictions For acoustically thin films, IPihl

<(

1 for i=l, 2, 3, so that tanh(jp h)

jip h,

resulting in:

Thus, for acoustically thin films, in which surface-normal gradients vanish, Model 2 (Eq. 11)reduces

to Model 1 (Eq. 5), as required.
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. Fig. 7. Shear displacement across an acoustically thick (R2 1) film arising fiom inertial deformation
for & values (a) 0, (b) d4,(c) n/2, (d) 37d4.
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For acoustically thick, elastic films,pi are real and tanh(jPih) =j tan(&). In this case, the

sum in Eq. 11 is imaginary, so that Aalk, = 0, as expected. The behavior of &/v

is more

interesting: when @i = n7d2 (n = 1,3,5...), then tan(&) "blows upttcausing a large negative excursion
in Av/vofor @i = 11x12- and a large positive excursion for
.

= nn/2*.

This is a consequence offilm

resonance, occurring when the shear stresses applied to the lower film surface interfere
constructively with those reflected from the upper film surface. Concurrently, the shear particle

velocities are interfering destructively, so that the surface mechanical impedance Zi (the ratio of

stress to particle velocity) becomes infinite. Of course, the films of interest in this study are

viscoelastic, exhibiting complex Pi; this leads to imperfect interference so that Adv, and A d &

remain finite. Nonetheless, dramatic responses are observed whenever f&n resonances are
encountered.

As described previously, the compressional wave phase shift & (< n/2 in all polymer states,

so compressional wave resonances should not be observed. The surface mechanical impedance
experienced by the u, component reduces tojoph; thus, only the mass of the film is sensed by the
surface-normal component.

The shear wave phase shifts

and +3 may easily reach 7d2 (for h.2 0.25 pm at 100 MHz)

and elicit film resonant responses. Since c, )) c, when an ST-cut quartz substrate is used, the z-

polarized shear wave resonance dominates the SAW viscoelastic response with an acoustically thick
film. Thus, the effect of shear wave film interference on the SAW response is described by the
tanh(jP,h) term in Eq. 11. Fig. 8 shows the contributions of this term to SAW velocity and
attenuation vs.

4,

for several values of the filmloss parametq r

.

The parametgr

may be

considered a normalizedJilm thichess. The SAW velocity decreases linearly with film thickness

for @, I 0 . 2 ~at a rate consistent with the thin-filmprediction (dashed line calculated fiom Eq. 6,
independent of filmloss r,). As G3 surpasses 0.2q an excess velocity response arises due to shear-

wave interference effects. The size of this excess response varies inversely with the filmloss
parameter r,. For

<(

0 . 5 ~SAW
~ attenuation increases linearly with film thickness and is

proportional to G", as predicted by Eq. 7b.

- ...
-..

.

:-

ti.-

In Fig. 8, a pronounced response occurs at 4, = 7d2: attenuation goes through a maximum
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Fig. 8. The contributions to SAW velocity and attenuation vs. the shear wave phase shift 4, for
several values of the film loss parameter r,. The dashed line is predicted from the

Tier~ten'~
(Wohltjen) formula (Eq. 6).

while velocity undergoes an upward transition. These responses are easily confused with the
intrinsic relaxation response o c c d g at the glass transition-a monotonic decrease in G', and a peak

in G". However, a device with an acoustically thin filrn, whose response tracks these intrinsic film

changes, should exhibit a peak in attenuation coincident with a velocity decrease (rather than

. increase). The responses in Fig. 8 are due to shear-wave interference effects in the film. A shear-

wave resonant response at

a3= .n/2 is most pronounced with low-loss films (r3

((

1) and becomes

damped as r3 approaches unity. Off-resonant attenuation increases proportionally with film loss,

while resonant attenuation is inversely dependent upon film loss. In the extreme case of a purely

elastic film,a delta h c t i o n attenuation response is predicted: attenuation is zero for 43+ d2, but

becomes infinite for

a3= d2.

The SAW resonant response predicted vs.
outlined in Fig. 7. As

a3can be related to the dynamic film behavior

a3passes x/2, film motion at the upper surface goes from an in-phase to an

out-of-phase condition (with respect to the lower film surface). This coincides with the sigmoidal
upward transition predicted in the SAW velocity response. This phase transition results in a smaller
particle excursion in the upper regions of the film,
diminishing the kinetic contribution to velocity
response. That is, film mass loading is diminished as 4; exceeds 7d2.
The resonant response at

a3= 7d2 is predicted to recur at 3d2, 5d2, etc.,

constituting

harmonics of the fundamental film resonance. Since the resonance damping varies as Y & ~ , however,

the harmonic resonant responses become less pronounced. Ballantine3' has reported observing

harmonic film resonances up to n = 9; however, results presented in the Results and Discussion
section of this paper cast doubt on this interpretation.
Parametric Representation Frequently, the representation of velocity and attenuation perturbations
is simplified by using a parametric representation in which attenuation changes are plotted VS.
velocity changes (or vice versa) while some independent parameter is varied2'. Since velocity and
attenuation were shown (Appendices C and D) to be related to the components of a complex surface
mechanical impedance, this representation is equivalent to a Nyquist1or C ~ l e - C o l plot
e ~ ~in which
the imaginary component of impedance is plotted vs. the real component (frequency is typically the
varying parameter). Fig. 9 shows a parametric plot of attenuation vs. velocity contributions arising
from the tanh(jP3h) term of Eq. 11 as c$ varies from 0 to

fl;

for several values of the film loss
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parameter r,. When only @, is varied (r, fixed), the locus of (Av/v,, Aalk,) points generated by film
resonance forms a spiral. The curvature and pitch of the spiral are proportional to r,; a near-circle
is formed when r, is small. The utility of the parametric plot in comparing data obtained by varying

film parameters in different ways is illustrated in the Results and Discussion section.
I

. -

.

Dependence of Film Properties on Temperature and Vapor Absorption
A number of film parameters must be considered in modeling the response of polymer-coated
SAW devices to temperature changes or vapor absorption. These include changes in: (1) shear

modulus G (most important), (2) bulk modulus K,(3) film thickness h, and (4) mass density p. In
addition, the temperature behavior of the substrate must be included.

Fig. 10 illustrates how a typical polymer's viscoelastic properties, Le., storage and loss
components of the bulkj3 and shed4moduli, vary with the apparent probe frequency o' at fixed
temperature To. At high probe fiequencies, the storage components (IC,G') are maximum and the
polymer is in the glassy state. As o' decreases, a polymer relaxation or gIms transition is exhibited
by the intrjnsic elastic properties: K' and G' decrease monotonically, while K" and G" go through
a maximUm. For o' -< 2, the polymer is in the rubbery state. The small changes that occur in K' in
comparison with G', and the fact that SAW response is inherently less sensitive to K than G in the
transition regime, results in SAW responses arising largely from changes in G rather than changes
in K.
From the time-temperature superposition principle3', changes in the viscoelastic properties
with temperature or vapor absorption can be expressed as a translation a, in the polymer relaxation

time or the apparent probe frequency 0':
log(0') = log(&)

log(a,)

i-

.

Thus, the curves of Fig. 10 may be considered "master curves'' that can be used (vide infia) to
describe the moduli as either a function of frequency, temperature, or vapor absorption.

In addition to causing a horizontal translation in a',temperature changes lead to a slight

vertical translation33in modulus values due to (1) the inherent modulus dependence on absolute
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temperature, and (2) changes in polymer chain density. (Film density is inversely related to film
thickness h.) To account for these effects, moduli obtained by translation from reference (hJ,)to
(h,T)must be multiplied by the factor (h,T)l(hT,).

We now introduce a model in which the shift factor a, is expressed in terms of a polymer free
volume F, analogous to the derivation of the WLF equation3', but modified to include the effects of
vapor absorption. Free volthne is volume not occupied by polymer molecules, present as voids of

molecular dimension, that enhances polymer chain segmental mobility. The shift factor a, is given
by the generalized Doolittle equationj7:
log(a,) =

: jO]

B
--- 2.303(

where B is a constant (taken as unity); F is the polymer free volume at any temperature or vapor
concentration (T,C), while F, is the free volume of the pure (C = 0) polymer at some reference

temperature (TOYO).
We develop this argument in two steps: first, the effects of temperature in the
absence of vapor and, second, the additional effects of plasticization and swelling of the polymer
film by the vapor.
Temperature Response As polymer temperature increases above the low-fiequency glass transition
temperature T'),

polymer volume expands nearly linearly due to the creation of additional free.

volume. Due to mechanical constraint in the plane of the film by the substrate, however, volume
expansion of the film leads to a combination of increased film thickness and static in-plane

compressive stress. The parameter ,€ = 3K'/(3K'

+ 4G'),

given by Bartley and Domingue2*,

describes the extent to which free volume addition is converted to changes in film thickness. For
rubbery films, K'

>)

G', so that €, = 1 and film expansion accounts for all free volume addition. For

glassy films, K' = G', so that €,

1 and fiee volume accrual is diminished by generation of in-plane

compressive stresses. When operating at temperatures above T:), however, the film is rubbery with
regard to static stresses (but may still be in the glassy regime at the SAW frequency). Therefore,
setting €, = 1 is reasonable, and as demonstrated below, gives an acceptable fit to the data.

For temperatures above T'), the change in free volume with temperature varies aszo
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F = Fo + a/cT -To)

where F, is the free volume at the reference temperature3' Toand a, is the polymer (volume) thermal
expansion coefficient.
Substituting Eq. 15 into Eqs. 13 and 14 gives the translation in o',determining the rate of

film softening with temperature. Increases in free volume cause a decrease in o',leading to changes

in K and G determined from the "master curves" of Fig. 10. The most pronounced effect is a glassto-rubber transition in polymer properties, signalled by a rapid decrease in K' and G'.
The film thickness h changes due to thermal expansion:
h ( T ) = h o [ l + a,(T-TJ]

(16)

where h, is the film thickness at the reference temperature To. Since the total mass of the film (hp)
is conserved, thermal expansion causes a decrease in film mass density (p):

p(T) =

poho -

h(T)

Po

1+ af(T-To)

VaDor Response The absorption of vapor molecules, presumed to be of low molecular weight in
comparison with the polymer and molecularly dispersed, causes dilution of the polymer. The diluent
molecules lower the effective viscosity and reduce Tgand Tg'").The effect of the diluent on polymer
viscoelastic properties at fixed temperature may be thought to arise fkom the addition of free volume,
in proportion to the volume fraction of diluenf':

where F(T) is the free volume of the pure polymer (without diluent as in Eq. 15),

x is an

empirically-determined plasticizing paramete?', and V,is the volume fraction of absorbed vapor: V,=
CV(1+ CV),where C is the concentration (mole sorbed vapor/ml of polymer) and Vis the specific
volume (ml/mole) of absorbed vapor.
The effect of vapor absorption on polymer elastic properties is determined fkom Eqs. 13,14,
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and 18. As free volume increases with concentration C, the translation factor aTincreases; this leads
to.a decrease in K and G, according to the master curves of Fig. 10.
Film thickness and density vary with the concentration of absorbed species as:
h(C) = h o ( l + C V )

(19a)

where p,, is the pure polymer density (at C = 0) and m is the specific mass (g/mole) of the absorbed
species.
Combining Eqs. 14, 15, and 18 gives an equation for the shift factor a,, analogous to the
WLF equation, but including the effects of both temperature changes and vapor absorption:
log@,) = -

--.-

~

q T - T o ) XV,
+

F, + af(T - T o ) + XV,

.

The free volume treatment above indicates the interchangability of temperature and vapor
absorption in determining film elastic proper tie^'^*^^.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

.

The experiments consist of measuring the response of polymer-coated SAW devices during

temperature changes and during vapor absorption by the polymer.

SAW Devices. The SAW devices used in this study consist of an ST-cut quartz substrate with two

. photolithographically defined Cr/Au (30/200 nm) transducers separated by a path len,gth (transducer
center separation) of 7.2 rrim. The transducers each consist of 50 finger-pairs of interdigitated
electrodes, with periodicity A = 32 pm (8 pm lines and spaces) for a center frequency of 97 MHz.
Devices were bonded into flatpacks; electrical connections were made between flatpack feedthroughs
and transducer bonding pads with ultrasonically bonded 75 pm Au wires.

Electronic Instrumentation. Due to the large attenuations encountered in these studies, the two-port
oscillator circuit normally used to instrument a SAW sensor would not sustain oscillation over all
experimental conditions. Thus, the device was instrumented in a phase-lock-loop confi,wation: a
signal generator (Hewlett-Packard 8656B) input a signal to the input transducer (output terminated
in 50Q) while a vector voltmeter (Hewlett-Packard 8508A) monitored changes in amplitude and
phase between input and output ports. A computer monitored these vector voltmeter outputs,
controlling the signal generator frequency to maintain constant phase between input and output.

-

Changes in SAW velocity were determined fiom the changes in frequency required to maintain
constant phase. When the coating covers the entire SAW propagation path, and the external
(electrical) phase shift is small compared with the internal (acoustic) phase shift, then Af’l

= Av/v,.

Changes in SAW attenuation A a were determined fiom the changes in signal amplitude (AL, dB)

measured between input and output ports: Aalk,, = AL/(54.6I# ), where, k is the acoustic
wavenumber (k,= 2dA= 1960 cm-’) and NAis the acoustic path length (225 wavelengths).

Polymer Coating. Polyisobutylene (PIB) (Aldrich mw = 380,000, density 0.92 g/cm3) coatings
were prepared by spin casting at 2000 rpm for 30 sec fiom solutions in chloroform. The solution
concentration was varied fiom 2.0% to 3.5% (by weight) to vary the film thickness of the resulting
coatings. Film thickness measurements were attempted by profilometry (Dektak 3030). However,
the softness of the films resulted in stylus penetration into the film and erroneously low readings.
Therefore, film thicknesses were obtained by measuring changes in transducer center frequency for
chilled SAW devices (-10°C) before and after film deposition. SAW velocity changes were
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determined from the changes in the transducer center frequency, measured using an HP8751A
network analyzer, from which filmthickness was estimated. For filmschilled into the glassy regime

and behaving as acoustically thin,Eq. 7a relates Avh, to filmthickness h. Using G' = 10" dyne/cm2
and p = 0.92 gkm' for PIB (-100 Cy97 MHz), mass loading accounts for 88% of the velocity shift,

.

while film elasticity accounts for 12%.

Temperature Measurement. Temperature ramps were obtained by placing the test case containing

the SAW device in an environmental chamber whose temperature was under computer control. A

dry N2purge was maintained over the device during the four hour temperature ramps.
Vapor Measurement. Vapor isotherms were obtained using a test case with gas inlet and outlet
ports and passing a gas stream across the device maintained at constant temperature (20°C). A
computer-controlled vapor test system varied the vapor concentration by varying the relative flow
rates of a nitrogen carrier stream saturated with the vapor (by passage through a bubbler) with a

nitrogen mix-down stream4*.The vapor partial pressure p was varied fiom 0 to 97% of the saturation
vapor pressure (Po)at 20°C and then back to 0 over a 2 hr interval.
To determine the concentration of vapor aGsorbed into the polymer film, an identical PIB
film was deposited on a 5 MHZ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, Maxtek Inc., Torrance, CA).
The coated QCM was placed in the gas stream with the coated SAW device and changes in its
resonant frequency were monitored during the vapor isotherm. Due to its much lower frequency,

the 5 MHz QCM responds as a nearly ideal gravimetric detector for this range of film thicknes~es'~.
Thus, changes in resonant frequency indicated the mass of vapor absorbed into the film, from which
absorbed vapor concentration was determined.

Calculations. SAW velocity and attenuation responses were calculated from Model 1 (Eq. 5 ) and
Model 2 (Eq. 1l), implemented as a computer program for IBM-compatible computers written in

HT Basic (TransEra, Provo, UT). This language conveniently handles complex variables and

functions of complex variables, e.g., tanh(jpih) in Eq. 11.
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Temperature Response

RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION

PIB-Coated SAW Temperature Measurements. Fig. 11 shows velocity and attenuation measurements
(points4*)vs. temperature for an uncoated 97 MHz SAW device and one coated with a 0.73 pPIB
film. Velocity and attenuation changes are referenced to values measured at the lowest temperature
with the film. As tempertlture increases, the quartz substrate contributes a slight increase in
attenuation and a significant change in wave velocity (velocity varies parabolically with temperature
in ST-cut quartz with a turnover temperature of 2 0 ~ ~Since
~ ) .the coated device response is due to
both the film and substrate, the dzflerence in responses is attributable to the film overlay. Below
W C , the film coating causes attenuation to increase and velocity to decrease more rapidly with

temperature than for the uncoated device; this is due to changes occurring in the intrinsic polymer
properties (G, K,p) as well as fi&

swelling (h). At high temperatures, the response exhibits the

characteristic signature for a resonance: a peak in attenuation along with a sigmoidal increase in

velocity. This response is very similar to that calculated vs. @3 in Fig. 8 (for r, = 0.2), suggesting the
shear wave generated by uzis resonating across the film thickness.

Fig. 11 also shows responses calculated fiom Model 1 (dashed line) and Model 2 (solid line)
using temperature-dependent film parameters and adding in the measured substrate contributions.
The components of G and K were determined fiom the master curves of Fig. 10; 0'values were

F , , a,) given in Table III. The
determined fiom Eqs. 13 - 15 using the film parameters (To,

temperature-dependent film thickness h(T) and density p(T) were calculated fiom Eqs. 16 and 17
using a, and Q values fiom Table 111 and Jz = 0.73 pm. Model 1 accounts for only in-plane
displacement gradients (acoustically thin assumption), while Model 2 includes both in-plane and

cross-film gradients (thin or thick). From Eq. 4, R = 1 at 55"C, indicating the transition fiom

acoustically thin (T<55°C) to acoustically thick ( T > 55°C) behavior. This transition point is seen

to be a good estimate of where Model 1 breaks down. In the acoustically thin regime, Models 1 and

2 are both valid and adequately fit the attenuation and velocity changes with temperature. The

TierstenJ4formula, Eq. 6, describes Avh, in this regime but does not account for the attenuation
observed. The peak in Aalk, at 40°C predicted by Model 1 and followed by the data below 40°C is
due to a peak in the intrinsic loss modulus G" (Fig. 10).
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Table III. Model parameters for poIyi~obutylene~~.

II

I

205°K
293°K
0.050

0-

0.92 dcm3

40

.. .
.

At temperatures above 55°C the film behaves as acoustically thick and only Model 2 is

expected to apply. The Model 2 predictions--an attenuation peak at 104°C and the upturn in velocity
beginning at 80"C--are in substantiallybetter agreement with the data than Model 1predictions. The
.

temperature is indicated in Fig. 11 at which & = 7c/2 in the responses calculated from Model 2. This
marks the center of film resdnance: an infrction in the sigmoidal velocity response nearly coincident
with an attenuation peak. The data and Model 2 predictions show that the intrinsic loss peak (G")
at 40°C is masked by the film resonance centered at 112 C. Thus, glass transitions cannot be

observed unless the film resonance is far enough removed_fi.oPnthe glass transition. Since G'
decreases rapidly near Tg,however, film resonance tends to occur in the vicinity of Tg unless the
product of frequency and film thickness is small enough to ensure that R remains much less than 1.
For high frequency SAW devices, only extremely thin films avoid this problem.

An alternative device, the flexural plate wave (FPW) deviceu, has the same (or greater)

inherent sensitivity to film properties, while operating at a much lower frequency. Because of the
lower frequency, similar film thicknesses on the two devices result in a much lower R-value on the
FPW device. For example, measurements on a 1.3 pm PIB film at 5 MHz gave R-values below 0.42
even at the maximum temperature of 100°C. Thus, the Tgat 12 C could be observed in this case
without inducing film resonance
Film Thickness Effects. Fig. 12 shows velocity and attenuation measurements (points) made on 97

MHz SAW devices coated with several thicknesses of PIB. The velocity and attenuation shifts are
referenced to the uncoated device. Responses calculated from Model 2 are also shown (lines), ushg
the temperature-dependent values of G, K,p, and h described previously and adding in measured
substrate contributions. At a sufficiently low temperature for which R

<(

1, the velocity offset is

proportional to film thickness--due mainly to mass loading by the film. The attenuation curves in
Fig. 12 do not exhibit a significant offset due to film addition. This is because film-induced
attenuation vanishes at low temperatures, due both to a decrease in inertial film strain that occurs as

G' and K' increase and diminished intrinsic polymer lossiness (smaller G" and K").
It is significantto note in Fig. 12 that the temperature at which attenuation is maximum and
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Film Thickness
(pm)

Resonance
Temperature ("C)

Maximum Aalk,
(x 10-3)

0.44

>120

-

0.73

103

2.25

1.18

74

3.75

1.43

64

4.82
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Fig. 12. Velocity and attenuation changes measured (points) and calculated (Model 2, lines) vs.
temperature for 97 MHZ SAW devices coated with polyisobutylene films of thickness: ( 0 )
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velocity makes its sigmoidal excursion varies inversely with film thickness. Table IV lists the film

thicknesses and estimated temperatures where maximum attenuation occurs. These temperatures
do not coincide with the polymer glass transition temperature T’ of 40°C (where G” is maximum)
at 97 MHz. This argues strongly that the characteristic responses are not due simply to changes in
,

the intrinsic film properties, as Martin and Fryel* originally proposed to explain data exhibiting
trends similar to Fig. 12, but are due to thickness-dependentJilm resonance effects. The fact that the
resonant temperature depends on film thickness can be understood most easily by considering an
elastic film, for which @3 = ~h(p/G’)’~.Since the fundamental film resonance occurs when

=

n/2, G‘ = p(4fh)* at film resonance. For thicker films, resonance occurs at a larger value of G‘,

achieved at a lower temperature. The measured and calculated responses of Fig. 12 also indicate that
the resonant contribution to the velocity and attenuation responses increases proportionally with film
thickness.
The measured attenuation peaks shown in Fig. 12 only attain about 213 of the calculated
attenuation peak heights. This may be due to nonuniformities in film thickness: calculations indicate
that thickness variations diminish resonant film interference, analogous to having a higher rs value,
leading to a smaller attenuation peak.

Vapor Response
PB-Coated SAW Vapor Measurement. Fig. 13 shows velocity and attenuation responses measured
(points) vs. film concentration as pentane and trichloroethylene were absorbed by a 0.70 pm-thick

PIE3 film. Film concentrationswere determined from the mass changes recorded in an identical film
on a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) placed in the same vapor stream. The occurrence of an
attenuation peak coincident with an upward sigmoidal velocity change indicates that a shear mode
film resonance is occurring. The resonance arises in Fig. 13 as vapor molecules plasticize the

polymer, decreasing IGI, and causing

a3to pass through 7d2.

The solid lines in Fig. 13 are absorption responses calculated fiom Model 2. Tables I11 and

V list the PIB and solvent parameters, respectively, used in Eqs. 13, 19, and 20 to calculate
concentration-dependent values for G, K, p, and h. The solvent specific volumes (V) are estimated

as Y = m16, where m is the solvent specific mass and 6 is the liquid density4’. Accouking for

changes in film properties arising from vapor absorption yields calculated responses (Fig. 13, lines)
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in reasonable agreement with the measured data. We note that the same plasticizing parameter

(x)

was used in calculating both pentane and TCE responses.
At low concentrations, where the film is acoustically thin (R

.

G

l), a nearly linear Avh,

response is observed in Fig. 13 vs. absorbed species concentration. The absorption response may
be thought of as a superposition of a mass response (proportional to Cm)and a plasticizing response

(determined by CV). The plasticizing response is that shown in Fig. 8 and observed during

temperature cycling (Figs. 11 and 12). The mass response due to vapor absorption (when R (< 1) can
be determined from Eq. 7% assuming G' and G" are fixed (no plasticizing effect):

-Av- -

-(C1+C2+C3)OCmho

*

v*

The mass contribution to Avh, fiom pentane and trichloroethylene, calculated fiom Eq. 21,
is shown in Fig. 13 as dashed lines. The vertical displacement between curves is due to the mass

difference (myTable V) between species. The mass loading contribution accounts for only 40% of

the measured (low concentration) Avh, response for pentane and 67% for TCE. The remainder of
the response is due to film plasticization by the absorbed vapor molecules. This is consistent with
a comparison of SAW and chromatography measurements by Grate2' that indicated that the mass
response was a small fraction (25%) of the total Av/v, response. As the density (mlV) of absorbed
species increases, the larger mass contribution relative to the plasticizing contribution results in Eq.

21 predicting the total response more accurately (for R (( 1).
At high vapor concentrations, filmplasticization due to acquired solvent volume causes the

film to behave as acoustically thick. (TCE exhibits greater solubility than pentane: a 97% saturated

vapor ambient at 20°C resulb in a solvent kction (VI of 0.28 for pentane and 0.38 for TCE.) Film
resonance occurs when the solvent plasticization causes

a3to reach n/2. Since this occurs at a fuced

value of solvent volume fraction VI the larger specific volume Y of pentane causes the resonant
response to occur at a lower concentration than for trichloroethylene.
Film Thickness Effects. Fig. 14 shows velocity and attenuation responses measured vs. the partial

(gas phase) pressure of n-pentane for SAW devices coated with several different thicknesses of PIB.
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Species
n-pentane
trichloroethylene

Mass,m

Volume, Y

Density, 8

(gmole)

(mVmoIe)

(g/cm3)

72.2

115.2

0.63

131.4

89.7

1.46

x ("C)
0.083
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Fig. 13. Velocity and attenuation changes measured (points) and calculated (Model 2, solid lines;

mass-loading contribution, Eq. 21, dashed lines) vs. absorbed

(0)

pentane and (m)

trichloroethylene vapor concentrationsfor a 97 MHz SAW device coated with a 0.70 pthick polyisobutylene film. A QCM coated with an identical film was used to measure the
mass of absorbed vaDor. from which concentration was determined.
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Fig. 14. Velocity and attenuation changes measured vs. relative ambient vapor pressure (pip,,) of
n-pentane with a 97 MHz SAW devices coated with polyisobutylene films of thickness:
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0.44, (A) 0.73, (m) 1.18 pm.
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The response is analogous to that observed as the temperature of a polymer-coated SAW device is
increased. The concentration at which resonant responses arise varies inversely with the film
thickness, analogous to the response vs. temperature shown in Fig. 12.
The observation of film resonances have been accentuated in this study by the unusually high

vapor concentrations used in the experiments, combined with the unusually low
)'T

of the polymer

examined (polyisobutylene). It should be noted that for many SAW vapor sensors, film resonance
effects may not be si,&ficant

since (1) relatively thin films are used ( 4 0 0 nm), (2) operating

temperature is not as far above Tg", and (3) relatively low vapor concentrations are used (trace
chemical detection).

Parametric Representation of Data
The parametric representation obtained by plotting attenuation changes vs. velocity changes
facilitates comparison between data obtained in disparate experiments. Fig. 15, for example, shows
parametric plots of temperature and vapor data. As the film is softened by either increasing
temperature or vapor absorption, loops are formed in the parametric plots. From the calculated
parametric responses of Fig. 9, in which only
resonant response occurring when

a3was varied, such loops are indicative of a film

a3goes through 7d2. The loops in Fig. 15are somewhat different

from those of Fig. 9, however, since increasing temperature or vapor concentration causes an
increase in film lossiness (rJ in addition to increasing

a3.

The locus of points formed in the parametric plots (Fig. 15) arises fiom a combination of

plasticizing and mass-loading responses12. Film softening causes an increase in

a3that generates a

near-circular or spiral response. Progression around this spiral is dependent upon the fiee volume
accumulated, either by thermal expansion or vapor absorption, in the polymer. The mass contributed
by solvent absorption causes, in addition, a horizontal translation of these points toward Zower

vezocity. Trichloroethylenepoints are translated more than pentane due to the greater density of this
species. The temperature data thus represents a limiting case of vapor data in which the mass of the

absorbed species is zero1'.

Multiple Film Resonances

1
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In our experiments with temperature cycling and vapor absorption in PIB films, only the
fundamental (n=l) shear film resonance was observed. Films ranged in thickness fiom 0.44 to 1.43
pm; the entire resonance was not observed in the thinnest films. Ballantine3' has reported observing
bdamental film resonances at 158MHz in PIB films only 0.0082 pthick. For resonance to occur
in films of this thickness, G' must reach values as low as 2.5 x 1Osdyne/cm2. The master curves for

PIB shown in Fig. 10 indicate that this value is inaccessible at any temperature or solvent
concentration. In fact., a water layer with viscosity q = 1 CPexhibits a shear modulus G' = oq = lo7
dyne/cm2at 158 MHz. Thus, resonances should nut occur in films this thin at 158 MHz. Ballantine

also reports observing higher order film resonances (up to 9* order) in PIB. Aside from the fact that
the films are much too thin for the resonance condition to be satisfied, calculations indicate that the

lossiness r3 of PIB films in the rubbery regime damps higher order film resonances too highly for

them to be observed. These facts &dicate that the attenuationpeaks and velocity excursions reported
by Ballantine are not 'due to film resonances.

CONCLUSIONS
Typically, polymer films on SAW devices behave as acoustically thin in the glassy regime

and thick in the transition and rubbery regimes. The ratio R of in-plane to surface-normal
displacement gradients, given by Eq. 4, indicates the regime of operation. In acoustically thin films,

displacement is uniform across the film and varies only in the direction of propagation. In this

regime, surface waves probe film viscoelastic properties mainly by imposing longitudinal strains.
These cause compression and tension of the film in the direction of propagation, with corresponding
expansions and contractions in film thickness. Model I (Eq. 5 ) gives the velocity and attenuation
changes arising fiom acoustically thin viscoelastic films. (The Tier~ten'~
equation (Eq. 6 ) is a special

case of Model 1that obtains for acoustically thin,elastic films.) When a glass transition occurs in

an acoustically thin film, Model 1 indicates that an attenuation peak and velocity decrease Will

coincide with Tg However, the decrease in shear modulus associated with the glass transition often

causes films to behave as acoustically thick. In this regime, attenuation peaks may arise fiom film

resonances and not just intrinsic loss peaks. This is in contrast to FPW devices on which films can
behave as acoustically thinin the vicinity of Tg.
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In acoustically thick films, inertially-induced lag in the film generates cross-film
displacement gradients. Model 2 (Eq. 11) includes the effect of these gradients and approximates

Avh, and A d k , for acoustically thin or thick viscoelastic films. Table VI summarizes the extreme

cases of film strain and the appropriate equations for determining Avh, and A a k .

The emergence of film resonances complicates the extraction of Ts which corresponds to a
maximum in the intrinsic modulus G": the temperature at which attenuation is maximum generally
does not coincide with the intrinsic modulus maximum but depends critically on film thickness.

In the acoustically thin re@me (R(< l), velocity and attenuation responses arising from vapor

absorption are proportional to the species concentration in the film. These responses, previously
attributed solely to mass loading, are also due in roughly equal part to polymer plasticization
(softening). To obtain SAW velocity changes proportional to absorbed vapor concentration, required
if the device is to respond linearly to vapor phase concentration, it is necessary that the film remain

in the acoustically thin regime. The result is a tradeoff, in terms of film thickness, between
sensitivity and dynamic range.

When film thickness and absorbed vapor cause R to exceed 1, the film behaves as
acoustically thick. Velocity response no longer depends linearly on absorbed vapor concentration.

As

@3

approaches n/2, film resonapce occurs and velocity increases with concentration in this

regime. This makes the velocity response multi-valued: several concentrations lead to the same
velocity change. By monitoring both velocity and attenuation responses, the ambiguity in
concentration can be resolved.
Film resonances can be used to advantage in constructing "threshold detectors" designed for
sensitivity in a specific range of vapor con~entrations~~.
Film resonance effects can also be usefid
in providing large attenuation responses that can be used, along with the velocity response, to
provide molecular discrimination and quantitation of isolated species using a single "dual output"

SAW sensor46.

A parametric plot of attenuation vs. velocity changes leads to a distinctive response when
film resonance occurs: film softening causes movement around a spiral, while mass-loading
translates these points toward lower velocity. The result is a characteristic loop in the Aa/k,-Av/v,
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Table VI. Extremes of Film Strain Imposed by a SAW on a FiIm OverIay and the Appropriate

Equations for Calculating Velocity and Attenuation Changes.
Film Condition

Principal
Gradient

1

Acoustically
Thin
Acoustically
Thick

Appropriate Model for Avh,, Aalk,
Elastic
Tiersten (Eq. 6)

Ra1

In-plane

Model 1 (Eqs. 5,7)
Model 2 (Eq. 11)

R21

Surfacenormal

Model 2 (Eq. 11)

Viscoelastic
Model 1 (Eqs.5,7)
Model 2 (Eq. 11)
Model 2 (Eq. 11)
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plane.
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APPENDIX A: TABLE OF SYMBOLS
f,.

synchronous (center) frequency of SAW interdigital transducer

V

SAW propagation (phase) velocity

vo

SAW propagation velocity in uncoated substrate

d

periodicity of SAW interdigital transducer

A

SAW wavelen-ath (dong the surface)

i

(-1)lD

i,j

subscripted indices with values 1,2,3, referring to x, y., and z dir,3ions, resp ztively

h

film thickness

h0

film thickness at reference temperature

Tg

polymer glass transition temperature at f

T.p

polymer glass transition temperature at low frequency

a

SAW attenuation: rate of amplitude change with propagation distance

G
G'

complex shear modulus of film (G = G' +jG")
shear storage modulus of film

G"

shear loss modulus of film

K

complex bulk modulus of film (K = K'

K
K"

+jK")

bulk storage modulus of f
ilm
bulk loss modulus of film

ii

SAW displacement vector

0

angular excitation fkequency of SAW (2x0

f

excitation frequency of SAW

t

time

Y

complex SAW propagation factor (y = a +jk)

ui

SAW displacement in i* direction

ui0

displacement in i* direction at substrate surface

vi

SAW particle velocity in i* direction

Vi0

particle velocity in i* direction at substrate surface

IJi

phase of i&displacement component with respect to u,
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acoustic wavenumber for SAW in uncoated substrate (k, = 2n/A = dv,,)
k,
Ay/ko change in complex propagation factor per wavenumber

A d k , change in attenuation per wavenumber
Av/vo fiactional change in wave velocity

Af

frequency change of oscillator circuit

K

fraction of SAW wave path coated with polymer film

Sv

strain tensor: Sv = l/2(8u/i3xj+ i3u/3xi)

Z']

stress tensor: force per area in the i-direction on a plane normal to the j-direction

R
A

ratio of strains generated by cross-film to in-plane displacement gradients
substrate-dependent parameter in Eq. 4 for R

p

film mass density

po

film mass density at reference temperature To

A#

Lame' constants for film
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for film
phase shift for i* displacement component across film thickness
complex propagation factor for displacement uipropagating across film
generalized modulus equalling G for i=l, 3 and K for i=2

modulus associated with film deformation generated by i* displacement component
film loss parameter associated with displacement component ui
unit displacement vector in i-direction
change in film mass density
change in shear storage modulus of film
change in shear loss modulus of film
ratio of particle velocity (squared) at substrate surface to acoustic power flow: ci= vi,2/(4kB>

SAW acoustic power density (power per beamwidth)
film-dependent parameters in 4, and r, expressions (eqs. 9 and 10)
film resonance harmonic number
surface mechanical impedance in ith direction at substrate/film interface
denotes the real part of a complex expression
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denotes the imaginary part of a complex expression
apparent probe frequency of SAW

shift factor for polymer relaxation or a' due to temperature change or vapor absorption

free volume of polymer at any temperature or vapor concentration
free volume of pure polymer (C = 0) at reference temperature
constant in generalized Doolittle equation, taken as Unity

parameter describing extent to which free volume addition swells film
polymer thermal expansion coefficient
change in film thickness due to temperature change or vapor absorption
free volume of polymer at Tg'")

plasticizing parameter for polymer
volume fraction of absorbed vapor in polymer
concentration of absorbed vapor relative to pure polymer
specific mass of absorbed vapor
specific volume of absorbed vapor
liquid density of vapor
change in insertion loss (in decibels)
no. of SAW wavelengths separating interdigital transducers (center-to-center)
temperature
reference temperature (film formation temperature)
cross-film displacement vector

total strain induced by in-plane (IP) gradients

total strain induced by cross-film (CF) gradients

Kronecker delta function: equal to 1 when i =j and 0 otherwise
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Appendix B: Ratio of Film Strains Generated by SAW-Induced Cross-Film Gradients to In-

Plane Gradients

SAW propagation in the z-direction of a fibcoated substrate causes film displacements
given by:

where y is distance across the film, @) is the cross-film displacement, o is the an,jplar

frequency

(a= 2x0, and k is the SAW wavenumber (k= 2x/A = oh,). In-plane gradients arise fiom hannonic

variation in the z-direction, described by the exponential term in Eq. B 1. Cross-film gradients arise
from variations in

e)arising from inertial lag of the upper filmportions with respect to the driven

lower film surface.

Strains due to in-plane gadients If we assume that d@) is constant across the film thickness, film
strains, Sy= 1/2(au&
direction:

+ au,/ax,), are then generated only by the harmonic variation of Ti in the z-

are shear strains and
for i = 1,2,3. S,, and SZ3

strain induced by in-plane (IP) gradients is
S(") =

-(uxo
k
2 + ui)ln+

is a tensile strain. The ma-gnitude of the total

ku,,

2

where the uniform film displacements ui have been replaced by the displacements at the
substrate/film interface, uio.

.B. Strains due to cross-film gradients When the lower film surface undergoes SAW-induced
displacement, the inertial lag of the upper filmportions causes

e)in Eq. B1 to vary across the film.

However, shear wave velocity is low enough that gradients of u, and uzarise, leading to shear strains

in the film. The continuity equation gives:
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034)

where particle velocity vi = 6 =joy,

is the stress (force per area in the i-direction on a plane

normal to thej-direction), and p is film density. Since the upper film surface is stress-free, i.e., T,(h)

= 0, we can approximate the derivative in Eq. B4 as aT,2/dx2 = -K2(0)/h;h is f
ilm thickness.

Then

the stresses required at the substrate/film intefiace to drive the film can be found f?om Eq. B4:

Ti2(0)= pw2hzio

'035)

for i = 1 and 3. The shear strains S, in the film are related to shear stresses by Z'y = 2GS, (for i #j),

where G is the film's shear modulus. From Eq. B5,the film shear strains (at the lower film surface)
are

for i = I, 3. The magnitude of the total strain induced by inertially generated cross-film (CF)
gradients is then

The ratio of strain magnitudes induced by cross-film to in-plane gradients is found by
combining Eqs. B3 and B7:

where we have defined A = 2n(c, + c,)'~/[(c,
= (o~,)~/(4k$),

+ cJIR + 2 ~ , ' ~and
] used the definition ci = vi,2/(4k$>

where viois the surface particle velocity and P is the SAW acoustic power density

(Ris independent of P). Taking civalues from Table 11, A = 1.9 for propagation in the X-direction
of ST-CU~
quartz.
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Appendix C: SAW Loading by an Acoustically Thin Viscoelastic Layer

.

A perturbational method can be applied to approximate the changes in SAW propagation

velocity and attenuation contributed by an acoustically thinviscoelastic surface fihx changes in the

complex propagation factor y are related to the surface mechanical impedances & experienced by
,

the surface displacement components u, in translating and deforming the film overlay?

-Ay- --- A a
k0

k0

Av

j-

Vo

3

=

i=l

cizi

z i =--Ti2
where T,2 and vi, evaluated at y = 0, denote interfacial stress (defined in Appendix B) and particle
velocity in the i-direction, respectively. For an isotropic film, the displacement components can be
considered independently in calculating Zi.

For an acoustically thin (R<( 1) film, displacements can be assumed uniform across the film

thickness: ui = 46

.

Applying the continuity equation (Eq. B4), and assuming uniform wave

displacement in the x-direction (aK,/ax, = 0), yields

for i = 1 ,2,3; p is film density. Since wave variations in the x direction are zero, The upper film
surface is stress-free so that T,(h) = 0, allowing an approximation for the first term of Eq. C3:

We define a deformation modulus relating stress (generated by displacement component xi) to strain:
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where 6 , = 1 if i = 3 and zero otherwise. Then we can write the second term of Eq. C3 as:

Using Eqs. C4 and C6 in Eq. C3 yields:
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giving a one-dimensional wave equation in the film overlay. The SAW-supplied stress &(O),

applied at the lower film surface, acts as a source for this wave. Noting fiom Eq. B 1 that Q = (io)’ui

and a’u,lai? = (-jk)’ui= -k2ui,Eq. C7 becomes
Ti2(0) = h ( p k

- k2E(’))uio .

Using Eq. C8 in Eq. C2, and noting that vi = j o y and y
impedance components:
Zi = joh

(C8)
= o/k, yields

the surface mechanical

[ :;)
p--

where vo is the unperturbed SAW propagation velocity. The fist term of Eq. C9 is a kinetic
contribution, while the second ter& arises fkom straining the film overlay.

Substituting Eq. C9 into Eq. C1 yields the perturbation in SAW propagation characteristics

arising fiom an acoustically thin (3 (( 1) viscoelastic film overlay:

with ci as given in Appendix B or Table 11.
We examine a single deformation mode to illustrate the calculation of the deformation
moduli E?!) involved in Eq. C10. Deformation is assumed to be uniform across the film,as shown

in Fig. 4,consistent with the assumption of acoustic thinness. The compressional modulus E’3),for
example, can be related to intrinsic elastic filmproperties by simultaneously solving the plane-strain

relations4’:

T33

=

[

K - :G)

(S2* + S 3 3 )+ 2GS3,

(C1la)
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T22

(Cllb)

= (K-:G](S22+S33)+2GS22

where Kand G are the bulk and shear moduli, respectively, of the film overlay. Since the upper f3m
,

surface is stress-fiee, T,

= 0, allowing Eq. C 11b to be

solved for S,:

Substituting Eq. C12 into Eq. C1l a yields the compressional modulus defined by Eq. C5:

The moduli E<') and E<2) can be derived in a similar manner to produce:
(C14a)

(C14b)

is negligible, due to .the
where A is the SAW wavelength. Typically the modulus g2)

term,

and is taken as zero.

Appendix D: SAW Loading by an Acoustically Thick Viscoelastic Layer
A perturbational method is applied to approximate the changes in SAW propagation velocity

and attenuation contributed by an acoustically thick (R 2 1) viscoelastic film. By considering both

in-plane and cross-film displacement gradientsjthe final result applies to both acoustically thin and

thick films. Changes in the complex propagation factor y are related to the surface mechanical

impedances Ziby Eq. C1. In calculating the surface mechanical impedances, the SAW surface
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displacement is resolved into surface-normal and in-plane components; these act as sources for

radiating waves into the contacting film. A distributed model is used for the film,in which the

impedance at the lower film surface depends upon the nature of the interference between the incident
waves and those reflected from the upper (film/&) surface.

As in the acoustically thincase (Appendix C), the displacement components are considered
independently in calculating surface mechanical impedances. Assuming no wave variation in the
x-direction, the continuity equation (Eq. B4) gives:
aT1,

-+--

ay

aTi3

aZ

- pi,

for i = 1,2,3. From Eq. C5, in-plane displacement gradients in the film gives rise to

with Eo' given by Eqs. C13, C14. Cross-film gradients give rise to

= A#') = G, while(% = K. Substituting Eqs. D2 and D3 into Dl yields a twowhere k&')

dimensional wave equation for the displacement ui in the film:

Substituting the harmonic solution for the z-propagating wave (Eq. B 1) into Eq. D4 yields
a homogeneous ordinary differential equation for the displacement profile u,@) in the film:
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d 2ui
+ p;ui
dY

= 0

with

where v, = o / k is the unperturbed SAW phase velocity. The solution to Eq. D5a for 0 2 y

where h is film thickness and A and B are constants. The factors

2

h is

pi are propagation constants

describing wave propagation across the f l h . For a viscoelastic material, characterized by complex

bulk and shear moduli (K and G), pi are complex.

The constants A and B in Eq. D6 are determined from the boundary conditions that apply at
the upper and lower film surfaces. The first bound& condition stipulates that the displacement at
the fildsubstrate interface be continuous, Le., u,(O’) = u, where vi(@) is the displacement at the
lower film surface. Eq. D6 gives
A+B=uio

.

The second boundary condition stipulates that the upper film surface (film/& interface) be stressfree: T, (h)= 0. Evaluating Eq. D3 at y = h, with uzgiven by Eq. D6, gives:
A ,jkh

- B e -iPih

= 0

.

Solving Eqs. D7 and D8 simultaneously determines A and B:

Substituting Eqs. D9 into D6 determines the displacement profiles ui@)across
for 0 s y .s h.

the film:
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The surface mechanical.impedance associated with each displacement ui is given by Eq. C2.

In evaluating this impedance, the interfacial shear stress is found fiom Eq. D3, using Eq. D6 for u;

and the interfacial particle velocity is found fiom Eq. D6:

vi(0) = Zii(0) = jOu,(O) = j a ( A + B )

.

Substituting Eqs. D11 and D12 into Eq. C2, and using Eq. D9 for A and B, gives the surface
mechanical impedance associated with each displacement u;

From Eq. C1, the perturbation in SAW propagation arising fiom a viscoelastic film is

determined fiom the surface mechanical impedances (Eq. D13):

with Pi as given in Eq. D5b and ci and EO1 values as given in Appendix C and Tables I and 11. Eq.

D14 applies for acoustically thin or thick films (all R-values).
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